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AnswerALL questions

PART-A (10x2=20Marks)

1. what are the data structures used for graph representation ?

2. What parameters (or aspects) differentiate Chip Design and Block level design ?

B. State the chaltenges in Force-directed placement algorithm and its time-complexity.

4. Why is graph partitioning a NP-hard problem ? Justifr your answer. Mention its
applications.

b. Give an example for hierarchical representation of a floorplan of order 5.

6. write down the stages and steps performed in a routing problem i
7. Compare the types of simulators and their accuracies. wl'Jw.recentquestlcn paper'com.

8. Show how BDD is an useful and compact representation mechanism-for Boolean

functions

g. What is High-Ievel synthesis ? How is it diffrcult from Logic-level synthesis ?

1 0. Differentiate between data-dominated and control' dominated problems.

PART-B (5x13=65Marks)

1L. a) ExplaintheentitiesinWSIdesignproblems.Explainthethreedesigndomains
in Gajski's chart.

(on1

b) Explain the types of tractable problems with suitable examples. Explain the' 
principle of Dynamic programming method used for combinatorial optimization
problem. Compare ttre complexity involved in Dynamic programming with that

of Integer Linear Programming.
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12. a)

13. a)

L4. a)
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Discuss the application of layout compaction. Explain any one algorithm for

constraint graph compaction, applied for graphs with cycles.

(oR)

Discuss the types of placement problems. Explain the different steps in the

applicatiop of K"roisfian-Lin algorithm applied for edge-weighted undirected

graphs.

Explain. the optimization problems related to Floor planning. Discuss the shape

functions ,r"d fo, inset cell and flexible ceII floorplan sizing. Construct the

slicing tree for the floorplan. Shown in Figure 13' a
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b)
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Figure L3. a

(oR)

b) Given a set p of pins and. a set O of obstacles ol a plane, construct a rectilinear

Steiner tree to connect the pins in P, possibly through Steiner points, such that
no tree ed.ge intersects *r, obrtu.les in O and that the total wirelength of the

tree is minimized.
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Figure 13. b

Discuss the suitability of compiler-driven simulation in the context of

synchronous circuits with a circuit example'

(oR)

Build a ROBDD for the given Boolean function f = ab * -ac * b-cd. How ROBDDs

are used in Logic SYnthesis ?
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15. a) Explain the hardware components used for computations, Data Storage and
Inierconneeted in digital hardware design.

b) Exprain the "rrrJ:?"n issues in high-level synthesis. \'tltvw'reqelttquestion Fapertcom
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PART - C (1x15=15 Marks)

16. a) Explain the classical routing model used for channel routing. Route the'
following netlist using Left Edge algorithm :

U - {I1, 12, ....,I6h 11 = [1, 3], 12= 12,6], I3 = [4, 8], 14 = [5, 10], I5 = [7, 11],
16 = [9, 12]. Draw the interval graph corresponding to the solution.

(oR)

b) Find the minimum spanningtree for the graph. Shown in Figure 16@). Discuss
about its time complexity and compare it with that of Dijkstra's algorithm

Figure 16. b
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